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LC PRIVACY FILM
Care & Maintenance

If you have any questions, please contact us: 

Innovative Glass Corp  |  120 Commercial Street, Plainview, NY 11803 
(516) 777-1100  |  (888) 863-4527  |  info@eGlass.com 

www.InnovativeGlassCorp.com 

To preserve and maximize the life of LC Privacy Film, please follow these instructions.

OPERATING LC PRIVACY FILM

        1. LC Privacy Film is PRIVATE/FROSTED in the default unpowered (OFF) state. 
LC Privacy Film is CLEAR/TRANSPARENT* when in the powered (ON) state.

        2. When Clear/Transparent glass is NOT needed, film should always be in PRIVATE/FROSTED (OFF) state.

*NOTE: LC Privacy Film will never appear 100% clear when powered and there will always be a certain amount of white haze. 

This is normal and is not considered a material defect.

CLEANING LC PRIVACY FILM

        1. WHEN CLEANING, ALWAYS SWITCH FILM TO THE PRIVATE/FROSTED (OFF) STATE.

        2. Do not clean LC Privacy Film for 30 days after install.

        3. Always use a soft microfiber cloth with cleaner applied to cloth – DO NOT use a spray bottle to apply cleaner.

        4. Use a non-ammonia-based cleaner only. 

        5. Never ever use abrasive cleaners. Scratches will result.

        6. Avoid liquids pooling at bottom of glass or edges of film to avoid water damage and film failure.

        7. Avoid liquids getting behind the film as this will affect its adhesiveness and create bubbles.

        8. Do not let liquids or metal come in contact with the copper bus bars. 

        9. Avoid applying pressure to the edges of the film to mitigate possible damage. If necessary, wipe towards
the edges of the film, not away from the edges. 

      10. Never ever scrape film with a razor blade or any sharp objects.

      11. Properly dry the film using a soft dry lint-free microfiber cloth.

      12. Film should remain in the PRIVATE/FROSTED (OFF) state for one hour after cleaning to allow it to fully dry. 




